At Uptown Bill’s, fight goes on

BY CASEY WAGNER

Despite the opinions and impres- sions swirling Mandela's com- munication efforts, the "Small Mall" or "Uptown Mall" is not a popular place. The mall is a project sponsored by the Extend the Dream Foundation, which provides employment for individuals with disabilities. The mall operates with the support of the Tippie College of Business.

The mall is a project sponsored by the Extend the Dream Foundation, which provides employment for individuals with disabilities. The mall operates with the support of the Tippie College of Business.

UI team closes in on cleft-lip gene

BY PHIL DAVIDSON

Through extensive DNA analysis, a team of UI researchers has come a step closer to identifying the source of a common genetic condition that affects the upper lip.

After discovering a gene that causes a rare form of cleft lip and palate, the doctors say they might have the key to learning more about the condition.

In 1981, researchers discovered a rare gene that causes cleft lip and palate cases, which is typically associated with facial defects. Now, a team led by Brian Schutte, a UI postdoctoral fellow, has found that this gene is associated with the condition.

"It's a small idea, but the people are a great place to just keep the store on track for financial independence," Walz said.

Most students earn an M.B.A. at the UI to either improve their M.B.A. degree or to increase their salaries, he said. The average salary for students before they complete their M.B.A.'s is $33,000, he said. That number jumps to $80,000 once they graduate from the two-year program, making the degree a worthwhile investment, he said.

If costs had been more muted than that, Walz might have the key to learning more about the condition.

Congress faces backlog, tough issues

BY JAMES HURK "HEADLINE TIMES"

WASHINGTON — Congress today took a big step forward in tackling economic and environmental issues, with its big unfinished business so vast that it may not be the difference to tackle such time-consuming initiatives as enacting a new Department of Homeland Security.

What's more, Congress immediately will be drawn into an escalating debate over whether to go to war with Iraq, an issue that has been postponed to overseas operations during the months the bill has been on summer recess.

"There are many crucial decisions to be made before the Iraq war is over, and we are just at the beginning of this crisis. The decisions we make will have significant consequences that will be felt for years to come. The homeland-security effort could prove a vital investment for years to come. The economic and environmental issues are foremost in voters' minds, and the Senate next year."
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Board challenger: Incumbents uniting

BY AMY JENNINGS

The lone challenger in the Iowa City School Board election said the facts that the three incumbents also ran as re-elections under the same name as re-elect¬ing as a package. "I think the incumbents are running as a unit, and this should be a reason for voters," challenger Tim Clink and Mosley. Her comments came after an election forum Sunday at which board member Mark Doolin represented candidate Don Jackson, who is up for reelection in a district. But Doolin and Dale Schultz, who are running for re-election, were present at the forum at First Christian Church in Coralville. "I think that the fact that one school board member feels that he can speak for another indi-

CITY BRIEFS

internet meeting ends In rape, police say

Michael David Simmons, 21, 2720 Wale Ave., was arrested Aug. 30 with two weapons charges.

A woman was raped and released from the Johnson County Jail for the same crime on Aug. 29. She was charged with two weapons charges.

Simmons said that the victim was an employee of the Johnson County Jail. The woman was released on Aug. 29 and is scheduled to have a public hearing on the Aug. 30 rape.

The victim was released on Aug. 29 and is scheduled to have a public hearing on the Aug. 30 rape.
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Kosher News and Food Atlanta, Ga. - Atlanta health officials on Monday said that a woman from the area who recently returned from Israel was self-isolated due to concerns that she may have been exposed to a contagious illness.

The woman, who traveled to Israel recently, is currently under daily monitoring for symptoms of the disease, which is highly contagious, according to health officials.

"We're just being extra cautious," said Jack Bloom, a spokesman for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

The woman is staying at home and is being monitored daily for symptoms of the disease, which can include fever, headache, muscle aches, respiratory problems, and conjunctivitis.

If the woman develops symptoms, she will be taken to a hospital for further evaluation.

Atlanta's health department is working with the CDC to determine the source of the infection and to prevent it from spreading further.

"We're doing everything we can to prevent this from spreading," said Bloom.

The disease is transmitted through the bite of an infected mosquito and can be prevented by taking precautions such as using insect repellent and wearing long-sleeved shirts and pants.

Health officials are urging people to take precautions to prevent the disease, which is known to cause fever, rash, and other symptoms.

"We want to remind people to take precautions to protect themselves and their communities," said Bloom.

The health department is also working with schools and other community organizations to provide information about the disease and to help prevent its spread.

"We're working with our partners to educate people about the disease and to prevent it from spreading," said Bloom.

The health department is also providing information about the disease and its prevention to the public through its website and social media channels.

"We want to make sure people have all the information they need to stay healthy," said Bloom.

The disease is spread by Aedes mosquitoes and can cause severe illness in some people, including pregnant women and children.

"We're doing everything we can to protect people from this disease," said Bloom.

The health department is also working with other local health departments to track the disease and to prevent its spread.

"We're working with our partners to prevent the disease from spreading," said Bloom.
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Mandela strongly rebukes U.S. on Iraq

BY MIKE COHEN
rochonforuk

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — Nelson Mandela said Monday that he is "appalled" by U.S. plans to attack Iraq, and he warned that Washington is "indulging in international affairs" he said he had spoken with President Bush's father and Secretary of State Colin Powell.

No date was given for the start of the actual war, but Mandela said it will test the world in the same way that the attacks on the Northern Hemisphere in the 1990's tested the world.

"It's in the document and take several months or years," he said.

But like most of the agreements

The plan, approximately 70 pages, is not legally binding, but is to carry out the proposals.

"We are very much concerned about the past history of the Bush administration delegates," the president said.

Mandela said he has been asked repeatedly to attend the summit on Monday on a global strategy for fighting terrorism.

"There are so many ideas and non-governmental organizations but we are not sure whether they would be effective," he said.

But delegates to the summit have been unable to achieve measurable results.

One of the major issues in the document is the estimated 2 billion people in the world who do not have access to basic education and income.
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Charters behind in math and reading

BY GREG TOPPO

WASHINGTON — Students in the nation's charter schools are falling behind their public-school peers, researchers say, just as the Bush administration is pushing charters to the forefront as an alternative to failing urban schools.

The findings show that the new schools, created by entrepreneurs and parents to bypass what they see as the constraints of public education, aren't doing as well as their traditional school competitors.

"They're always closely scrutinized, they aren't given the benefit of the doubt," said Jeanne Allen, the president of the Center on Education Policy here. "That's why charters have to be opening in basically every neighborhood, with parents asking for them."

Researchers found that scores of charter school students were worse than those in traditional schools for the first time, a finding that adds to the mounting evidence that charters are having a hard time matching the performance of public schools.

"The best performing charters are way out ahead, as are the very best performing public schools," said Alan Reif, the executive director of the Center on Education Policy. "But the ones that are in the middle, they're still falling behind." 

The study, the first independent comparison of charter school performance across the nation, found that 30 percent of students at traditional public schools scored above norm scores at three charters schools during the 1998-99 school year.

The findings don't necessarily reflect poorly on charter schools, which often attract students who are looking for a way out of failing public schools, the researchers caution.

In Milwaukee, for example, those who applied for charters were slightly higher percentage of students than those in traditional schools.

But the study's authors, including Al Naff, the president of the Center for Education Policy, said charter schools "aren't making the grade." The research team said that the charter schools had lower success rates in helping children from inner-city neighborhoods, with many of the people on the welfare rolls, and the program has a five-year life span.

The program has a five-year life span. Wisconsin was the leader among states doing welfare experiments that tied the groundwork for the 1996 federal welfare reform act. Wisconsin is one of the country's most dramatic adopters of those programs.

"It's made a significant impact, great gains," said state Department of Workforce Development Secretary Alexi Anderson. "It also has helped thousands of people get off the work force who had bad recidivism rates."

Wisconsin also had the nation's most substantial and comprehensive evaluations of any welfare program.

Critic said the program needs to place more emphasis on education and training to help people get ahead.

The program has a five-year life span. Wisconsin was the leader among states doing welfare experiments that tied the groundwork for the 1996 federal welfare reform act. Wisconsin is one of the country's most dramatic adopters of those programs.

Wisconsin was the leader among states doing welfare experiments that tied the groundwork for the 1996 federal welfare reform act. Wisconsin is one of the country's most dramatic adopters of those programs.

"It gives people hope. It gives them opportunity. It gives them skills," said Lynda Podgurski, the director of the UW-Platteville Community Services Center, "and by working, you are able to get out poverty."
Bush plays up to union on Labor Day

President Bush today spoke to thousands of Iowa union members at the Iowa State Fair in Des Moines. "This Labor Day weekend, our economy is strong," Bush said.

The president also announced that all AT&T employees would be paid the highest rate in the nation. "We are going to pay our workers what they deserve," Bush said.

Bush also announced that his administration will work to reduce federal regulations that harm small businesses. "We will be working to reduce the regulatory burden on small businesses," Bush said.

The president also announced that his administration will work to reduce federal regulations that harm small businesses. "We will be working to reduce the regulatory burden on small businesses," Bush said.

Bush made the announcement at a press conference in Des Moines. "We will be working to reduce the regulatory burden on small businesses," Bush said.
Severing Sara insolently

**By Bob Salberg**

BRONX — It was 1962 when young English folk-rock band called the Rolling Stones made their first trip to America. It was the beginning of a career lasting three decades and a string of records and albums that have dominated the rock scene.

**FILM REVIEW**

by Rowe Apple

**Severing Sara**

WHERE: 125 Rivington St., downtown.

WHEN: 8 p.m.

* * *

It seems the fate of comedy is in the hands of those few really good writers, we have to stick with the latest crop of non-fiction from a member of the "Friends" cast trying to prove he's no joke or she has the acting chops to break into the nation's primetime, but they are few and far between. Yes, some of them are really quite good, but for the most part they are held in place of cinematic deserts.

On the "Severing Sara" scale, the Rolling Stones movie ranks some not too far behind the "Flashdance" and "Flash" and "This Is Spinal Tap".


As Tate (Matthew Perry) is a police officer who has to deliver divorce papers to Sara (Jennifer Aniston), you know it's going to be a treat. She's a strong-willed, no-nonsense woman who finds herself in a situation where she has to choose between two suitors. One is a soft-spoken, intellectual type, and the other is a rugged, no-nonsense kind of guy. She's got to choose between the two.

The movie, "Severing Sara," is a treat that you won't want to miss. It's the kind of movie that will have you laughing out loud. It's a modern-day spin on the classic "Severn and the City" story. The movie was written by Bob Salberg and directed by Rowe Apple. It's about a woman who has to make a decision about her life. She's got to choose between two men, and she's got to figure out what she really wants.

The Rolling Stones are out to prove that age is no aftermath and dark, and dark, and dark, and dark, and dark, and dark, and dark, and dark. They're going to show the world that they're still a band that can do things they want to do most. Like visiting the United States.

 Millions of people have chosen to ride public transportation every day. By doing so, they help to protect the environment, reduce air pollution, and save money. The American Public Transportation Association (APTA) is a trade association that represents public transportation agencies, transit providers, and industry suppliers. They work to promote the benefits of public transportation and provide information about how public transportation benefits both individuals and communities, please visit www.publictransportation.org.

**Court Hill Public library to opening a mind.**

For question and information about the print edition call 260-6131 or visit www.in.gov for an application packet. You also may request a packet by writing: Russell B. Pulliam, director. The Pulliam Journalism Fellowship, PO Box 143, Indianapolis, IN 46206-0145.

Russell B. Pulliam, director.

The Pulliam Journalism Fellowship helps build a bridge from the classroom to the newsroom. Fellows are assigned to The Indianapolis Star or The Arizona Republic in Phoenix, for 10 weeks each, as summer staff reporters. We award 20 Fellowships annually. The stipend is $6,700. Traditionally, our Fellowships have been open only to graduating college seniors. In 2001, we expanded eligibility to include college sophomores and juniors as well as seniors pursuing a career in newspaper journalism. We will be accepting applications for the fellowship program as of September 2003. Visit our Web site at http://www.indy News.com/pjf or e-mail Fellowship director Russell B. Pulliam at russell.pulliam@indy News.com for an application packet. You also may request a packet by writing: Russell B. Pulliam, director. The Pulliam Journalism Fellowship, PO Box 143, Indianapolis, IN 46206-0145.
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Furor dogs new cathedral

BY SANDRA MARQUEZ
ASSOCIATE PRESS

LOS ANGELES - The newest U.S. cathedral opened Monday amid prayers and exhortations as prosecutors announced the filing of 157 million civil suit against the nation's largest Roman Catholic Church.

"We have been stripped of the prestige and the beauty of our cathedral," said Cardinal Roger Mahony, whose style is noted for its simplicity and elegance.

The cathedral, which features right angles, began construction in 1887 and was dedicated during a service that incorporated the community's architecture and traditions.

The cathedral was dedicated amid prayers and police presence.

The cathedral's design is said to be the work of Spanish architect Jose Rafael Moneo, whose style is noted for its simplicity and elegance.

"This cathedral always has been my dream," said Mahony during the service. "It is truly a gift to us."
Small Mall works hard to survive

UPNTOWN BILLS
Continued from Page 1A

volunteers, employing only one full-time staff member.

The mall was granted $150,000 federally, and locally for rent and utilities for the next three years. The mall's grant was based on a plan that the mall would try to raise an adequate amount for its operations, he said. The plan is to double that amount, he said, adding that he does not think the mall will ever be totally self-sufficient. However, Wale said, it will come close, and he will continue to request grants to pay for the remaining expenses.

Contracts applying volunteers income at Uptown Bills are also

reaching their expiration date. Reading is a Volunteer

accepted of those volunteers who will con-

tinue to work this year or more.

Volunteers work and monthly. The Vol-

unteer will run out in two years.

Bill said he does not know what will happen after the Vol-

unteer contract expires. The mall will rely

possibly drop its volunteer-only policy if it may ask new businesses to create a community.

program to support volunteers.

Mall's parent company, bills, is expected to close shortly after the U.S.

bills to open a new coffee shop in

North Hall. In addition to the two

malls, the mall has two Internet

and music venues.

The mall bears the name of Bill's, a mortally killed

man who operated Uptown

Bill's Coffee Shop from 1974

and until 1980. Walz's

life and accomplishments have

earned him City legend and

were depicted " in the 1981 made-

for-TV movie尼 Quaid and Mickey Rooney.

Powell pushes for inspections in Iraq

every year Powell holds beyond that, which are provided for the presi-

dent, may Powell's assistants

spending in the condition of
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Editorials

Vilsack's Medicare petition merely an election-year ploy

The governor's plan to sue the federal government for fair Medicare performance promises to be a serious move.

TUESDAY IS TRYING to willfully ignore the are critical of the government's actions. We need to remember that we are fighting for our right - sue the federal government for not giving the elderly, as well as the weakest, the care they deserve.
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OPINIONS

Malpractice: nicotine, cancer, and diets

I have just been an occasional smoker, but now I smoke several butts of menthol cigarettes each day. What wrong with me?

BEN: Good question. I don’t know why anyone would smoke cigarettes. I think she wants to know why she has this hobo-esque urge to break. This is because she’s a Vietnam vet. She’s addicted to the nicotine to improve attention, reaction times, and problem-solving abilities as well as reducing tension, stress, and appetite.

BEN: Her addictive mechanism is in the brain, causing the release of chemicals similar to those anti-depressant medications.

BEN: I think her ant-depressant say that although nicotine itself appears benign and almost harmless when delivered through smoking and chewing tobacco, it might be a cause of death.

BEN: Unfortunately, these consequences don’t show up for many years, making it hard to comprehend. One dose of nicotine will eventually be a direct result of smoking.

BEN: But even with this knowledge, smoking is one of the most difficult addictions to overcome. It is because continued exposure to nicotine causes addiction and a craving not unlike a withdrawal effect, neurotransmitters for nicotine, make cigarettes a potent tool fortractors.

BEN: It is a question of getting that wicked fifth-grade habit off and on, all you left with in an empty pack.

BRAD ERICKSON

Every other Tuesday, Brad and Ben will answer any question you need answered. The Daily Iowan via e-mail

BEN MILLER

cannibalized teeth, and lunch-belly breath. Brad: So to sum up, there’s nothing wrong with you. Just need willpower and your old room at Mom and Dad’s. In the meantime, try heren’t to take the edge off. Why do people with cancer lose their hair?

BEN: There are three major modalities used to treat cancer: surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy (medication).

BEN: It is the chemotherapy patients who may experience hair loss. New: Cessars tends to grow and divide faster than normal cells, and many chemotherapeutic agents attempt to utilize this distinguishing factor.

BEN: Unfortunately, some cells in the body, such as hair cells and cells in the digestive tract, ordinarily grow quickly and are so also unintentionally destroyed.

BEN: This causes the common side effects of hair loss and diarrhea.

BEN: I have taken all kids of my diet and don’t lose weight. Should I just give up and get some enormously beneficial, the harmful way

BEN: The excess carbohydrates can be converted to fat inside the body because it is the most efficient way to store energy.

BEN: The salient point: A calorie is a calorie, irrespective of its form.

BEN: Your body sees no difference between a table of fat and a lean, spicy dish.

BEN: Kind of like you in the Pod Mall at 2am.

BEN: Poplar right now is the "Atkins" diet, which has a controversially high protein and low carbohydrate intake.

BEN: But the success most likely lies in the fact that it’s lower total calories and is heavily managed by the participants’ refusal to eat that third plate of bacon.

BEN: Although short-term results are good, the diet’s long-term failure to return baseline weight if habits are not changed.

BEN: The government may have overemphasized the importance of vitamins in the well-known "Good German," but it was correct in suggesting that the best diet consists of balanced fats, proteins, and carbohydrates.

BEN: A reduced-calorie, balanced diet combined with regular exercise is a "recipe for lifelong celibacy."

BEN: Good one. That comment is your answer to the question of why people with cancer lose their hair.

BEN: "Cut fat" off your manatee-like bellies.
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quote of the day

Unfortunately, this has the markings of a great 'whodunit' novel without the final chapter.

— prosecutor David Gorczyca on the 1975 disappearance of union leader Jimmy Hoffa. No charges have been filed in the incident, and Hoffa's body has never been found.

public access tv schedule

The New York Times Crossword
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Gopher killed a 12-inch long raccoon by the Hawkeye Apartments.
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### IOWA 57, AKRON 21

**Reserves steal Greving's spotlight, but will they take his starting job?**

**BY TODD BROMMELKAMP**

The big takeaway could running back Aaron Greving's heroics spoil the Iowa depth chart? That was the question posed to Iowa coach Kirk Ferentz prior to Iowa's season-opening 57-21 rout of Akron. Ferentz's answer was as ambiguous as it was prophetic. "Typically, starters don't lose their job in injury," Ferentz said Aug. 24. "But if a guy comes in and does an excellent job, you've got to make a decision." What about two guys? Enter Fred Russell, starting in place of Greving, and he performed. "Fred is someone whom we've been talking about [Jennelle] over the last couple games," Ferentz said, "and he performed really well today." Russell, starting in place of Greving, notched a pair of scores himself. "I'm really excited to see that," Ferentz said Aug. 24. "It's a great way to start the season tested his fortitude."

### PEPSI BOWL QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, AND SUGGESTIONS

**BY KATIE LOW**

The Iowa soccer team started its season with two shutout victories over the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay and the University of Northern Iowa. The Hawkeyes tamed Green Bay 1-0 on Aug. 10 in its first outing and Northern Iowa 2-0 on Aug. 13 in its second. Coach Carla Baker was extremely pleased with her team's performances.

"We didn't give up a goal, which is the key to our success," she said. "We're very excited about where we're at. We really wanted to win those two games before heading into our road trip next weekend." Iowa's dominating defense was the key to its win against Northern Iowa. The Hawkeyes ended the game with 18 shots on goal and limited UNI to three.
Are the Rams the team to beat in the NFL?

This argument is nothing new. It has happened before every season. But the Los Angeles Rams, that shining moment when quarterback Jared Goff stepped up to the starting role, is a different story. It’s not just because of the team that’s always had a chance to win. It’s because the Rams have the most talented team in the NFL. The Rams are ready to compete for the Super Bowl, and they have the coaches and players to do it. This season, the Los Angeles Rams are contending for the Super Bowl title.
**IOWA 57, AKRON 21**

Haywkeyes Russell, Lewis make big impressions in home opener

**AKRON**

Continued from Page 18

The most highly touted prep running back in Iowa high school football history, Lewis made his Hawk­eys debut with a vengeance Saturday night, shattering the now-famous : 5, 6, Jones 1-20, Russell

We're expected Iowa - Compet­

3-57, B a n k s 2- 4 .

TO THE TAPE

TOTAL OFFENSIVE 186 yards

AKRON 

363 yards

PASSING OFFENSIVE 190 yards

AKRON 116 yards

TO THE TAPE

PASSING OFFENSIVE 115 yards

AKRON 136 yards

TIME OF POSSESSION

IOWA 31:27

AKRON 29:33

BOX SCORE

AKRON 1 6 7 9 — 57

IOWA 1 4 2 0 — 37

First downs: Akron 14 and IOWA 33

Rushes: Akron 40 and IOWA 39

Passes: Akron 10 and IOWA 16

Penalties: Akron 2 and IOWA 2

Punts: Akron 3 and IOWA 2

Fumbles: Akron 1 and IOWA 0

Return yards: Akron 43 and IOWA 30

Attendance: 33,870

**Penn State**

Assuming Four families and a pair of Iowa tailbacks for the Lions, the Lions have a position for an upset victory in Saturday's game against Akron.

on a 56-yard strike from Banks.

Another key contributor will be second-year wide receiver, whose 337 rushing and 982 all-purpose yards this season.

The Lions will also be looking forward to the return of wide receiver Perry's 84-yard return in the Big Ten opener.

The season will be decided as the season unravels into the second half against Tulane Aug. 30.

Paterno said he celebrated it like an ace.

Lewis can't remain optimistic.

Because he's the guy who's going to get us the ball, where they matched up against the Knights.

The Lions also feel they made a big impressions in home opener.

In Iowa history, behind Dayton Perry's 20 first-place votes in the Big Ten.

Iowa's Mark Sargeant feels he made a big impressions in home opener.

**Miami grabs No. 1 in poll**

**Miami grabs No. 1 in poll**

BY PARK LONG

CORAL GABLES, Fla. — Miami retained its top-rank in the latest Associated Press Top 20 poll Tuesday, two days after a second-round victory over DePaul's Michael Aitken. The Hurricanes received 34 first-place votes, seven more than last week, when they were second in the poll.

This week, Miami received 19 first-place votes and 1,744 points, 90 points more than No. 2 Florida.

Tennessee remained third, fol­

Lewis, the most highly touted prep running back in Iowa high school football history, made his Hawk­eys debut with a vengeance Saturday night, shattering the now-famous : 5, 6, Jones 1-20, Russell

Lewis has been so much better this year after working hard in the off-season to improve his speed and strength.
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Iowa's Mark Sargeant feels he made a big impressions in home opener.
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TUESDAY NIGHTS AT MALONE'S

Wine Me... Stein Me...

Place: 611 1/2 W. 19th St., Columbus, OH

$1 Glasses of Wine

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 2000

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 2000

Class, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah

D.C. Young

@ The Summit

ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha

D.C. Young brings a "one world" point-of-view to his comedy by defying everyone at "Laugh at a Time." He has opened for Erroll Gскugh and Boney Jones.

Randall Chestnut

Randal has been featured on Comedy Central, The Happy Endings Show, the Charity Farley Foundation and appeared with Robert DeNiro & Al Pacino in "Casino." Comedy Night @ The Summit: Give your Brain a Break. Wednesday, September 6th. Savin at 9:00. Show starts promptly at 9:30. Wednesday night drink specials available.

Martinis

Try Our Tapas Menu

TUESDAY 9-CLOSE

Check Out Our Martinis Menu

Best Paella in Town?

24 BEERS ON TAP

$1 Domestic $2 Import Pints

Patio Now Open!

Come raid the wine cellar at Malone's or pour the LARGEST beer in Iowa City

D.C. Young - Erroll Gскugh and Boney Jones.

Open for Lunch 11 a.m.
Worth the wait: Air Canada win long overdue for Sauers

SURREY, British Columbia (AP) — It’s been too long. Bruno Junqueira might have been the last Air Canada pilot to win a race, at least since 2004. Faced with a 15-under 67 for a career-high-18th place, tour victory and first since 1999. The 40-year-old who has been in the top five only once this year after a slow start to his season got back to the front of the field in a hole to fall to 10-under 67 into a three-way tie for third. He finished second to Joel Edwards for the biggest payday ever and almost as much as he made in the last sponsorship ended this week, which means he was nearly $1 million away from the third place. "It’s a great place to eat." he said about the Indiana Avenue favorite.

Junqueira was nearly 12 seconds ahead of da Matta, who has been in the top five only once this year after a slow start to his season got back to the front of the field in a hole to fall to 10-under 67 into a three-way tie for third. He finished second to Joel Edwards for the biggest payday ever and almost as much as he made in the last sponsorship ended this week, which means he was nearly $1 million away from the third place. "It’s a great place to eat." he said about the Indiana Avenue favorite.
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SPORTS

Rainbow Warrior gearing up for another title run

BY PETE LACORIELL

DARLINGTON, B.C. — Sad-
day, NASCAR fans have rejigged
their calendars in order to see
the Rainbow Warriors.

"They might have had luck,
they'd have hands," said

Gordon is almost unstoppable at
Darlington. That second
place was his third win in a row.

"During the spring race last year,
we've got to keep the ball rolling," said

Mary Jo Bickford, the chassis
person,Paving a solid racetrack.

"We've got to keep the ball rolling," said

Gordon, who has four
driver titles since 1998.

"We're out to win a race, not
This is a special event," said

Gordon, making subtly.

And perhaps another special
opportunity for us.

"It feels really good that
there leave him behind only
one -... one week ," said

Bickford, 

Mary Jo Bickford, the chassis
person, paving a solid racetrack.

"We're out to win a race, not
three races in a row," said

Bickford, subtly.
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CASHIER
P.m., weekend, full or part-time. Call 351-1904 for appointment.

RESTAURANT
Apply In person between 2-4pm

WAITER IN person between 2-4pm

Apply In
Midtown
The University Club

FULL-TIME/ PART - TIME
CASHIER

SMALL, \$200 Sc.OII Court Iowa City.

Call351-1904

HIRING

STAFF NEEDED.

NOW

FOR

CAU (311)3114-1331.

 DETAILS.

COLL€0€

DUPLEX FOR CONDO FOR

HOMES FOR

REAL ESTATE PREVIEW

For more information on these properties, visit the Real Estate Preview at www.dailyiowan.com
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For Sale
The Fit Zone
Personal Training & Fitness Center
Old Capitol Mall 339-0348

- TANNING BEDS!!
- STUDENT DISCOUNTS
- FREE CLASSES
- GREAT LOCATION
- AWESOME ABS & OTHER GREAT CLASSES
- NO INITIATION FEE

Stop in and try out downtown's most convenient and affordable fitness and tanning center.

1st Tan $1

Hours
Mon-Thu: 8am-10p
Fri: 8am-10p